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 Our thesis dealing with one of the most important subject in the 

modern political thoughts, it’s the Christian fundamentalist in the 

modern American political thoughts.  

 In order to reach our end of with some conclusion and ideas, 

thought our assumption that saying: the Christian fundamentalist has 

great in fluencies on the American political system and society, we divide 

our study into four chapters beside the introduction and conclusion.  

 After we mention many ideas and historical, political facts, and 

analysis theme in scientific methods we reach some important ideas in 

the conclusion and these are:-  

1- There is great influence of the Jewish religion upon the doctrine of the 

Protestantism, the influence which lead to Holly alliances between them 

with some domination of fundamentalist attitude upon the 

Protestantism.  

2- The most important reason behind the puritan immigration to North of 

America is to achieve what they taught about the ((end of the universe)).  

3- The persistence of the fundamentalism cristian, will be leading to great 

changes in American society, especially adopting some various values 

due to the bible, and may will lead to spreading the divine selecting in 

the international politics.  

4- Israel realize that is alliances with the fundamentalist Christian groups 

has some strategic advantage and the new slogan which declared ((USA 

as Christian – Jewish Republic)) it's a good example.  
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5- The idea of American conservatism ((Both political and religion) 

represent extremist ideas, especially with dealing with Arabs and Islamic 

world and values.  

6- There is negative influences of fundamentalist Christian in the American 

society:-  

- Because they seen themselves always that they are on the right road 

and believing the there is good capable to protect, take care them, 

and they are a part of the churches with blinding obey depending on 

the emotional feeling.  

- Because the work to form some militant extremist an armed groups.  

7- There is no relation between the extremist ideas of fundamentalist 

Christian with the Christian pur religion, because the last one call for 

tolerance, peace, respect the others.  

8- Fundamentalist Christian participated to invoke the spirit of 

conservatism again and we can see the elements of this spirit in the 

behavior and activity of the modern American political parties, which 

they interesting with the values of Christian values, and this show us that 

the religion is the basic element in the American political system.                 

  
 

 


